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Abstract 
We consider the non-definite linear functionals L,[f] = f~w(x)f~")(x)dx and prove the nonexistence of orthogonal 
polynomials, with all zeros real, in several cases. The proofs are based on the connection with moment preserving spline 
approximation. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction and statement of the main results 
For a weight function w on ~ such that Ilwll, = Iwl >0 and all moments f~ w(x)x kdx exist, 
we consider orthogonal polynomials with respect o the nondefinite linear functionals 
Ln[ f ]= f w(x)f(n)(x)dx, n>~l, (1) 
i.e. polynomials Pm of degree ~< m satisfying 
f w(x) (Pm(x)xk)(")dx=O, k=0,1  m-  1. (2) 
In particular, we are interested in the problem whether there exist polynomials Pm which satisfy (2) 
and all of whose zeros are real. Thus, our problem is connected with the existence of real Gauss 
type quadrature formulas for linear functionals of the type (1). As our main results, we prove several 
instances of nonexistence of orthogonal polynomials Pm with all zeros real for general classes of 
weight functions w. 
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Suppose w E C' (supp(w)), where supp(w) is the support of w, 
w (') = vp,,(v), (3) 
where v~>0 is a weight function on ~ such that f~v>~O and all moments f~ v(x)x~dx exist, and 
p,(v) is the n-th orthonormal polynomial with respect o v. Then, by partial integration, Pm satisfies 
Rv(x)pn(v,x)Pm(x)xkdx=O, k=0,1 , . . . ,m-  1. 
For the special case m=n + 1, P,+~ is called a Stieltjes polynomial (of. [3, 7]). The idea of 
regarding Stieltjes polynomials as special cases of orthogonal polynomials for nondefinite inner 
products goes back to Gautschi [3, p.44]. The problem whether Stieltjes polynomials, depending on 
v, have complex zeros, has recently attracted a lot of interest (of. [8, 9]). In this paper, we are 
interested in the more general problem (2), where w is not necessarily of the type (3). We first 
consider the problem (2) for the Legendre weight w = ~[-1.1], which serves as a prototype, and then 
we obtain generalisations. 
Theorem 1. Let w=•[_l,l] be the Legendre weight and n>>-1. 
(i) For 0~m< [(n + 1)/2J, every polynomial Pm E Pm satisfies (2). For L(n + 1)/2J <~m~n, Pm----O 
is the unique solution of (2). 
(ii) For m=n+ 1, P,+I 50  is uniquely defined by (2). All zeros are real for nE {0, 1,2} and for 
no other n E N. 
(iii) For n + l<m<2n,  every Pm~O which satisfies (2) has at least one pair of complex zeros 
for m>5. Furthermore, if m and n are odd, then (2) is not uniquely solvable. 
(iv) For m >~ 2n, every polynomial of the form Pro(X)=(1 --xZ)"Q(x) with Q E Pro-2, satisfies (2). 
Here Pk is the space of algebraic polynomials of degree ~<k. Note that for w--Z[-I.~1, of course 
f w(x)f~nl(x)dx=f~"-l)(1) - f t " - l ) ( -1) ,  fE  Cn[-1, 1], 
and hence for m ~>2n the existence of real Gauss type formulas (with multiple nodes) is trivial. 
On the other hand, the case m = n + 1 is of special interest for several reasons. First, the unique 
solvability is guaranteed by Theorem 1, second, because it is the least number of nodes for a 
nontrivial discretisation of L,, and third, because of its connection with the Stieltjes polynomials. 
For this case, Theorem 1 can be considerably generalised. 
Theorem 2. Let w be convex, symmetric and of bounded support & (a, b). Then P,,+l is uniquely 
defined by (2) and has at least one pair of complex zeros for n>2.  
The Legendre weight can be considered as a multiple of the B-spline of order 1. Theorem 1 can 
also be generalised to w being a B-spline of higher order, and to linear combinations of such. We 
denote the B-spline with knots x~ . . . . .  xk by B[xl,... ,xk], where each knot occurs according to its 
multiplicity, and we use the normalisation 
f B[xt,... ,xk](x) dx ---- 1. 
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Theorem 3. Let r>~l, w :  ~R d~,B[yl, . . . .  ,y~+~,], n~r ,  n<m < (r +R) (n -  r + 1). Then Pm has 
at least one pair o f  complex zeros for  m > 2r + 2R + 1. 
Being mainly interested in orthogonal polynomials Pm with real zeros, a natural question is to ask 
for the largest possible K such that 
~ w(x ) " " ~ "~'' (Pm(x)x t dx=O,  k=O,  1,2 . . . . .  K, 
under the restriction that all zeros of Pm are real. The following result gives an upper bound. 
Theorem 4. Let r~>l ,  w=~R d~,B[y I .... y,.~,], n>~r ,n<m<(r+R) (n - r+ l ) .  Suppose 
t l=  I " 
~ w(x)  (P,,,(x)x~)(")dx:O, k=0,1 ,2  .. . .  ,K, 
and all zeros o[ P,, are real. Then necessarily K <~ 2r + 2R. 
Corollary 1. Let r >~ 1, w = ~l~=J dI'B[YJ . . . . . .  Y,+l,], n >- r, n < m < (r + R)(n - r + 1 ). Suppose 
/~ w(x ) f(")(x ) dx = 
th ~,, 1 
~ a,.,,f("'(x, ,) =: Qm[f] 
r= 1 p=0 
jor  f eP,,+2,-+2t~+t, where all x,. are real and m = ~,.~-i ~c,.. Then necessarily m = (r + R)(n - r + 1 ) 
and Qm[f] = r! Z~R,_, d,, dvd(y,, . . . . .  y~+,,)[f( .... )]. 
The proofs of the results are based on the connection with a certain moment preserving spline 
approximation problem (Lemma 1 ). Such problems are of independent interest and have been con- 
sidered by many authors [1, 2, 4-6]. An important application are monosplines and in particular 
Peano kernels of quadrature formulas (cf., e.g., [5, 10]). This connection is worked out in Section 2. 
The proofs of the results can be found in Section 3. 
2. Connection with moment preserving spline approximation 
Let the divided difference (with multiple nodes) 
K, - - [  
dvd(x,,.. .  ,x~)[f] = Z Z a", 'f(p)(x'')' 
v= I p=O 
where k = ~,~=1 ~c,,, and each x,. appears ~c,. times in xl . . . . .  xk, be defined by 
dvd(xl , . . . ,Xk)[p]= f0 '  pe~_2,  
( 1, p (x )=x k I. 
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Lemma 1. Let 0<llwll,< , n>~l, n<m. Suppose the polynomial Pm in (2) has real zeros 
Xl,...,Xm, and let CI,...,Cm-, be such that for all pE Pm-1 
m--n  
f w(x)p(")(x) dx = n! Ilwll, E c,, dvd(x,,,... ,x,,+,)[p]. 
Then 
f 6(x)x k dx 
where 
=0, k =O, 1,2,...,2m - n -1 ,  (4) 
mmtl  
~=w -Ilwll l  ~c~g[x  ....... xv+G 
; '=  I 
Conversely, if xl .... ,Xm and Ct,...,Cm-, are given real numbers uch that 
f ~(x)x kdx=O, k=O, 1 2m-  -1 ,  n 
then Pm(X) = C [Iv~=l(X -- Xv) satisfies (2). 
The conditions (4) define a moment preserving spline approximation problem. Gautschi, 
Milovanovi6 et al. considered the following moment preserving spline approximation problems [1, 
2, 4, 6]. For given w, find s E Sm., such that 
/i /1 
(1) jzw(x)xJdx=jzs(x)xJdx, j=0 ,1  ... .  ,2m+n, 
(2) I=[0 ,  1], condition (1) holds for j=0 ,  1 , . . . ,2m-  1 and 
s(J)(1) = f(J)(1), j=0 ,  1,...,n. 
Here I in (1) may be finite, infinite or half infinite, and Sm.,, is the space of all real spline functions 
of the form 
n m 
s(x) = ~ a/x j + y~ bk(x -- ~k )+, 
j=0  k=l  
with real arbitrary but fixed knots ~l,--.,¢m- In [1], it is proved that if f E cn+l[0, 1] and f~n+~ 
never vanishes on (0, 1), then problems (1) (with •=[0, 1]) and (2) have unique solutions. In [5] 
these results were generalised and related to the theory of monosplines. 
The situation in Lemma 1 is somewhat different since the approximating spline satisfies the bound- 
ary conditions (J)(~) =0,  j=0 ,  1 .... ,m - ~:1, and s( J ) (~m)=O , j=0 ,  1 . . . . .  m - x,,, and integration 
is on • (i.e. on supp(w)tO supp(s)). 
Finally, we note that in Lemma 1 suitable constants c~ .. . . .  Cm-, always exist uniquely. 
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Lemma 2. Let 0<llwIl~ <~c, nEN,  and xj <~ ... <<,Xm be given, xt C Xm. There exist unique real 
numbers cl ..... cm_,, such that for every p E Pm-I 
m--n  ~ w(x)p(~)(x) dx = n! Ilwll, c,. dvd(x,.,... ,x~.+~)[p]. 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose Pm has real zeros Xl . . . . .  Xm and let ct . . . . .  Cm n be as in the assumption. 
Then for every p E P2m-l and suitable q, r E Pro-~ 
fRw(x)p(n)(x)dx= f w(x)[qPm+r](nl(x)dx = f w(x)r(')(x)dx 
YI l - -  n 
-- nellwll, Z c,, dvd(x,, . . . . .  x,,+,,)[r] 
v--1 
m--n  
- -  ntllwll  c,, aNd(x,,,... ,x,,+,, )[p], 
i.e. the linear combination of divided differences is a Gauss type formula. For every f E C' (R)  we 
have 
n! dvd(x,. . . . . .  x,.+,, )[ f]  = ~ B[x~. . .. , xv+n]f ~" I(x) dx, 
and hence, with 0 as in the lemma, and for every p E P2m t, 
~ O(x)p~")(x) dx : O, 
which is equivalent to the assertion. 
Now assume that xl .... ,Xm,C~ ..... Cm-,, are given real numbers such that 
~ O(x)x k dx=O, k=O, 1 .... ,2m-n-  l. 
Let Qm(x)= l~'_~(x- x,.), and pE  P2m-I. Then on the one hand, 
~ w(x)p(')(x)dx = ~ w(x)[q(x)Qm(x)](" dx + f w(x)r~)(x)dx, 
with q, r E Pm-~, and on the other hand 
m--n  ~ w(x)p(n)(x) dx = n! IIw[I, Z c, dvd(x,, .... .x,,+.)[p] 
I l l - - I t  
: -  n ! l lw l l l  c, dvd(x,, .... , x,,+,, ) [ r ] ,  
V-- l 
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and hence 
fR w(x)  (Qm(x)xk)~")dx=O, k=0,1 ,2  . . . .  ,m-  1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 1. For 0 ~< m < L(n + 1)/2J, the proof is obvious. For L(n + 1)/2J ~< m ~< n, sup- 
pose Pm~0 exists in (2), and let Q(x)=Pm(x)x"  m. Then n-  m<m and QI" )=C¢O,  which is a 
contradiction to (2). 
The uniqueness for m = n + 1 is easy to see since, expanding 
P ,+ l (x )=x "+l + a,x" + . . .  +a lx  + a0, 
the system for the ai is triangular with no zeros on the diagonal. 
For n<m<2n,  suppose Pm has m real zeros xl ~<--" ~<Xm, with the possibility of  multiplicities. 
We cannot have x~ = x2 . . . . .  Xm since otherwise, choosing 0 ~< k ~< m - 1 such that m - n + k is 
even, we would have 
1 
f (x -- x 1 )m-n+k dx = O, 
1 
which is a contradiction. Using Lemma 1, ~ cannot be identical to 0 since m < 2n. Hence ~ must 
have at least 2m-  n changes of  sign, otherwise the polynomial which changes sign precisely with 
would yield a contradiction to (2). Using the Budan-Fourier theorem for polynomial splines (cf. 
[11, Theorem 4.58]), we obtain that 
(-z ) Z~x,,~,.) D + c,,B[x,.,...,x,.~,] <.m - n, (5) 
where D+f  is the right sided derivative and Z~a,b)(s) counts the isolated zeros of the spline s in 
(a, b) with the following convention (see [11, p. 154]): 
Suppose that s does not vanish identically on any interval containing t, and that s ( t - )=  
D_s(t)  . . . . .  D~ls ( t )  ----- 0 ¢ Dl_s(t), while s ( t+)  = D+s(t) . . . . .  D+-~s(t) = 0 ¢ D+s(t). Then we 
say that s has an isolated zero at t o f  multiplicity 
{ ~+1,  z= ~+ 1, i f  ~ is even and s changes sign at t, i f  ~ & odd and s does not change sign at t, 
otherwise, 
where e= max{/,r}.  
(D_ is the left sided derivative.) Thus (5) implies that there exist at most m-  n points tI,...,tin_,, 
such that ~,".'_q" c,.B[x,.,... ,x,.+n] is monotonic in (xl, tl ), (tm-,,Xm) and each of  the intervals (ti, ti+l ), 
respectively. If (ti, ti+~ )c  [ -  1, 1 ] or (t~, ti+~)C ( -~,  - 1 ) U (1, <x~), then ~ has at most one change of 
sign in (t~, t/+l ). If - 1 C [t~, ti+l ) (1 E [ti, t:+~ )) then ~ has at most three changes of sign in [t~, ti+l ). 
Hence ~ has at most m - n + 5 changes of  sign, and 
2m-n~<# sign changes<~m-n+5 ~ m~<5. 
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For m=n + 1, if -1  E(ti ,  tg+l) (1 E(t~,t~+l)) then ~, has at most two changes of  sign in (t~,tt+l). 
Hence ~ has at most 4 changes of sign, and 
n + 2 ~< # sign changes ~< 4 ~=~ n ~< 2. 
For n C {0, l, 2} we have, respectively, 
P~(x)=x,  P2(x )=x 2 - 1, P3(x)=x 3 - 2x .  
I f  n < m < 2n and m and n are odd, m = 2k + 1, consider 
P,,(x) =x  m + am_iX ' '- I  + "." + alx + ao. 
The conditions (2) lead to a linear system for am-L, . . . ,ao which decomposes into k + 1 equations 
for the k coefficients a2~ . . . . .  a0 and k equations for the k ÷ 1 coefficients a2, ~ . . . .  ,a~. Hence the 
system cannot be uniquely solvable. Finally, for m ~> 2n the statement is obvious. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. The uniqueness follows as in the proof of  Theorem 1. If the zeros of P,.~ 
are real, by the symmetry of w they lie symmetric with respect o (a + b)/2. For m = n ÷ 1 we have 
w-  I lwlI,BEx,,. . . ,x,,+,]. 
Using the same argument as in the proof of  Theorem (1), there exists a point t such that 
B[Xl . . . .  ,x,,+n] is monotonically increasing in (x l , t )  and decreasing in (t,x,,+l). By symmetry, 
t = (a + b)/2. Since w is convex, there can be at most one change of sign of  ~ in (max{xn,a}, 
(a + b)/2) and in ((a + b)/2,min{x, ,+j ,b}) ,  respectively. There are two possible changes of sign in 
the points a and b, and B[Xl . . . . .  x,,+~] is nonnegative outside (a,b).  Hence in this case 
n+2~<# sign changes~<4 ~ n~<2. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3. Using Lemma 1, ~ cannot be identical to 0 since m <(r+R) (n - r+ 1). Hence 
must have at least 2m - n changes of  sign and at least r - 1 fold zeros at the boundaries. Hence 
~9 ~''-~1 must have at least 2m-  n + r -  1 changes of sign. The function ~".'-/' c,.B ~' ~[x, . . . . .  x,.+,,] is 
a spline of degree n - r with knots X~,...,Xm, hence by the Budan-Fourier theorem 
(m)  ZI, ...... ) D + c,.B("-II[x,. . . .  ,x,.+n] <~m -- n + r - -  1. 
v=¿ 
mmn Hence there exist at most m-  n +r -  1 points t~,...,tm-,,+,--~ such that ~,.=~ c,.B ~" ~[x,. . . . . .  x,.+,,] 
is monotonic on each of the intervals (x l , t l ) ,  ( t~,tz) , . . . , ( tm ,+,. l,Xm), respectively. On the other 
hand, the function w (r-~ is a piecewise constant spline with r + R knots (i.e. possible jumps) at 
Y l . . . .  , Y,-+R. For r ÷R ~< m-n  ÷ r, we count the possible changes of sign of ~ as in Theorem 1: every 
yi being in an interval of  monotonicity of ~',~'_~" cvB(r-l)[x,.,... ,x,.+,,] leads to at most three changes 
of sign of  ~(" 1~. Suppose first that each y~,...,y,.+R lies in a different interval of monotonicity of 
~,".'_-/' c~.B ~" ~l[xv,... ,x,.+,]. Then in the remaining intervals we have at most one change of sign of 
~(" ~. I f  there are more than one of the points y/ in an interval of monotonicity, the second and 
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any further point can give only two changes of sign and one more remaining interval. In both cases 
we obtain for r ÷ R ~< m - n + r 
2m-n+r -1  ~<# sign changes~<3(r+R)+m-n+r - ( r+R)  
=m-n+3r+2R 
¢~ m <.,.2r + 2R + 1. 
For r ÷ R >m-  n ÷ r, we count the possible sign changes as follows: if one of the m-  n ÷ r -  1 
points ti lies in one of the r + R-  1 intervals [yj, yj+, ), then there can be at most three changes of 
sign in [yj, Y~+l). Suppose first that all t l , . . . ,  tm n+r+l lie in [yl . . . . .  Yr+R]- In the remaining R-m+n 
intervals [yj, Yj+I ) there can be at most two changes of sign (we count, by convention, changes of 
sign at the jumps with the interval right to them). Furthermore there can be one change of sign in 
Yr+R, adding up to a total of 
3 (m-n+r -1)+2(R-m+n)+l - - - -m-n+3r+2R-2 .  
Now for every ti q~ [y l , . . . ,  Y,.+2] there can be one additional change of sign outside [y¿ .... ,Y~+2], 
but at the same time there will be one interval [yi, Yi+l ) less where three changes of sign can appear 
instead of two. Hence 
2m-n÷r -1  ~<# sign changes 
<. m - n + 3r + 2R - 2 ¢ep m <~ 2r + 2R -1 .  [] 
Proof of Theorem 4. For every p E [Pm+~, k ~<K, there exist q C Pk, r E Pm-~ such that 
fRw(x)p( ' ) (x )dx= f w(x)r( ')(x)dx 
m-- t l  
= ~llwll, E c,, dvd(x ....... x,,+~)[r] 
v= 1 
m--n 
[Iwl[I f~ Z cv B[x , . , . . .  ,Xv+n](X)p(n)(x) dx. 
From the proof of Theorem 3 we obtain for the changes of sign of the function 
m--n 
w *r - ' l -  Ilwll, c,.Ocr-')[x,.,...,x,.+,,] 
v z l 
in this case 
m+k-n+r~<# sign changes~<m-n÷3r÷2R ¢, k~<2r÷2R.  [] 
Proof of Lemma 2. For notational simplicity, suppose that all xi are distinct. Let p, . (x)=x v. The 
system 
m 
bkx~ = fR w(x)Pl")(x) dx 
k=l 
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has the usual interpolation matrix, which is the Vandermonde matrix in this case. Hence it is 
sufficient to show that every functional of the form D[f]  = ~km_0 bkf(xk ) with D[p] ---- 0 for p E P,,_ 
can be written in the form 
m - -  n 
D[f]  = ~ d~. dvd(x ...... ,xv+,)[f] 
v=l  
with real dl . . . . .  dm n. In fact, 
tit tl 
Z d~, dvd(x,.,... ,x,.+. )[ f]  = bkf(xk ), 
v=l  k=O 
and the conditions bk =/~k, k = 1 , . . . ,  m-  n g ive  a triangular system. For /~t, 1 = m-  n + 1 . . . . .  m, 
we choose 
fi (x- 
K=m--n+ I 
K#/ 
hence ft E P,,_ i and 
111--n m- -n  
D[f,] = ~ [~kfz(xk) + [gzf,(x,) = ~ bkf,(xk) + [~,fz(x,) 
k=l  k=l  
m - n 
= o = bkf (xk) + 
k=l  
hence /~/= b/. [] 
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